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Medical Billing &
Credentialing Simplified
for Healthcare Providers

Get Paid Faster with
Our Medical Billing A-Z
Services

MIU Medical Billing is a leading
medical billing and credentialing
company serving healthcare
providers nationwide. We have
extensive experience and
expertise in medical billing,
revenue cycle management, and
credentialing services. Our mission
is to maximize our client's
revenue, reduce denials, and
provide seamless credentialing
services so healthcare providers
can focus on delivering quality
patient care.

Medical Billing1.
Charge entry
Insurance eligibility verification
Claim submission
Denial management
AR follow up
Credentialing Services2.
Insurance credentialing
Provider enrollment
Ongoing credentialing
maintenance

Revenue Cycle
Management (RCM) That
Takes Your Revenue to
New Heights
Our end-to-end RCM services
include:

Verification of patient
insurance benefits
Coding and charge capture
Claim submission
Reimbursement posting
Denial management
AR follow-up and
collections

We use advanced RCM
technology and workflows to
optimize the entire revenue
cycle, reduce denials, speed up
payment cycles, and improve
revenue.



Your Specialty, Our
Billing Expertise - It's a
Perfect Match!
We have experience handling
billing and credentialing services
for:

Multi-specialty medical
groups
Single specialty practices
such as Internal Medicine,
ObGyn, Family Medicine, etc.
Specialists such as
anesthesiologists,
radiologists, pathologists,
Emergency rooms and
hospitals

Our tailored services ensure
excellent billing and
credentialing for any medical
specialty.

Software to Maximize
Efficiency Across the
Revenue Cycle
We streamline workflows; we
use the latest cloud-based
practice management and
EHR software ECW, Athena
Health, Dr Chrono, Nextgen,
and MD Land. This includes:

Automated claim
submission
Custom reporting
Online patient billing
portals
Integrated billing and
credentialing

Medical Coding for
Optimal Reimbursement
- Our Specialty!
Accurate medical coding is
critical to achieving
maximum, timely
reimbursement. Our certified
professional coders have
extensive experience in CPT,
HCPCS, and ICD-10 coding
across all specialties.

Coding audits to identify
opportunities for improved
coding
Coding education and
training for your team
Outsourced coding is
managed seamlessly through
our software
Coding for optimal
reimbursement in compliance
with coding guidelines
Coding to support quality
measure reporting

Our coding services include:



The 911 for Your ER Billing
Needs

Managing billing for a busy emergency room
presents unique challenges that require
specialized medical billing expertise. MIU Medical
Billing provides trusted ER billing services,
including:

Coding for ER services like emergency visits,
trauma, critical care
Billing for ER physicians and out-of-network
providers
Strategies to reduce frequent rejections and
denials
Authorization assistance for complex ER cases
Improved revenue capture for services and
procedures
Denial management for emergency/urgent
care
Reporting for ER operations and collections

Our ER billing specialists understand the nuances
of emergency department coding and billing
rules. We optimize your revenue cycle to account
for the rapid pace and variable patient
population that emergency rooms handle.

Credentialing Made Seamless for
Comprehensive Payer Enrollment

Getting providers fully credentialed and
enrolled with payers is vital for revenue. MIU
Medical Billing offers end-to-end
credentialing services:

Payer enrollment and credentialing
Ongoing profile maintenance
Board certification tracking
Recredentialing and revalidation
Issue resolution and appeal assistance
Credentialing for telehealth services
Comprehensive credentialing reporting

Our experts handle the entire credentialing
lifecycle, from initial enrollment to ongoing
compliance. We ensure complete and
accurate credentialing information is
provided to payers.


